Empirical medical ethics Tony Hope Editorial Associate, Journal of Medical Ethics
Three papers published in this issue describe empirical studies of one kind or another.' A look through recent volumes of the journal reveals several further examples. And yet there has been little explicit acknowledgement of this developing field of empirical medical ethics. I hear people talking of it, but the textbooks and the standard writings see medical ethics as almost exclusively a branch of philosophy.
Is this empirical work unfortunate, taking medical ethics away from its true intellectual base in philosophy and leading to mediocre studies of little interest or significance? Is it a worthwhile activity, but not medical ethics? Or is it a healthy development in the maturing subject of medical ethics? I take the latter view. It is not that there is no more philosophical work that needs doingquite the contrary-but empirical work will be an integral part of the development of the subject, perhaps in the same way that physics develops through a healthy relationship between theory and experiment.
Almost The multidisciplinary nature of medical ethics has meant that many of those working in the field have their principal academic background in the empirical sciences rather than in philosophy.
Researchers interested in medical ethics who are working in departments of medicine need to find ways in which their work can be assessed and funded. Unless they are able to do this they will lose out in the research assessment exercise which is crucial to university funding at least in the UK. Health economists and statisticians are already used to providing input into empirical studies. Those with an expertise in ethics may be approached in a similar way. For example a research study into genetic aspects of depression might be under development. Those developing the study may need to grapple with the issues of consent and confidentiality. Rather than seeing these as problems to overcome or set to one side, the researchers may seek ethical input in order to include some of these issues in the study itself.
Conclusion
Medical ethics has been developed, at the philosophical level, to a stage where much valuable further research is, at least in part, empirical in nature. It is through the work of philosophers, in the main, that the subject is mature enough to have reached this stage. Philosophical medical ethics is the parent of empirical medical ethics.
It was said, in the late nineteenth century, that theoretical physics had developed as far as it could: all that remained in the physical sciences was to measure things to the next decimal place. It was anomalies between the theoretical predictions and the measurements made "to the next decimal place" which led to Einstein's theory of relativity. The results from empirical medical ethics may help to enrich the subject of philosophical medical ethics: parents can learn from their children.
